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Executive Summary
In July 2013, MOTI Executive requested that the Kicking Horse Canyon Project team assess the
preliminary design of Phase 4 (4.8 kms) of the Trans-Canada Highway (TCH) improvements, five
kilometres east of Golden, prepared in 2008 and determine a modified scope associated with
completing the project with a
project cost estimate. The modified scope should hold
paramount driver safety, highway reliability and capacity.
This memorandum summarizes the process employed in completing the assessment, the alignment
and infrastructure elements associated with the five alternatives considered in the assessment, design
rationale and considerations, procurement and construction considerations, and associated project
cost estimates. Cost estimates below assume a detailed design start in 2014 with an estimated six-year
project schedule, and includes escalation. Past and current planning, geotechnical investigations and
engineering costs of approximately
have been previously allocated to the project.
Three alternatives – referred to as Z9A, Z9B and Z9C – were initially assessed, all of which had as
their basis the 2008 preliminary design and associated preferred option Z9. The results of the
assessment suggest that significant improvements to the TCH can be completed for under
with the Z9A, Z9B and Z9C alternatives but would stop short of providing a completed,
divided four-lane cross-section. The three alternatives would provide approximately 2.6 kilometres of
four lane improvements, 1.2 kilometres of improved highway with less than four lanes, and leave
approximately 1 kilometre on the approach to Yoho (5-Mile) Bridge in its existing condition 1.
Subsequently, two extensions to alternatives Z9A and Z9C were developed that extended the fourlaning to Yoho Bridge; referred to as Z9A-D and Z9C-E. Constructing either Z9A-D or Z9C-E
would result in a four-lane divided highway for the corridor from the Town of Golden to the Yoho
Park boundary. Features of the 2008 preferred option and the five alternatives are summarized in a
table on page 3.
If it were decided to construct the entire 4.8 kilometres with either the Z9A-D or Z9C-E alternatives
then completion of four lanes would come at a premium of approximately
It is possible
to stage the Z9A-D and Z9C-E projects into two phases but this would add further costs for
conditions such as overlapping work, remobilization, escalation, etc. Since it is uncertain at this time
as to timing, the additional cost for staging the work has not been estimated.
Cost savings were realized by creating more curvilinear alignments than the Z9 alignment and
eliminating tunnels and hazard protection sheds. The new alignments have horizontal and vertical
alignments that meet the design speeds but have some areas that do not achieve the design speed
sight distance as noted in the table on the following pages. Geotechnical hazards on all alignments

1

Z9A would feature 2.6 kms of 4-lane highway, 0.3 kms of 3-lane highway and 0.9 kms of 2-lane highway.
Z9B would feature 2.9 kms of 3-lane highway and 0.9 kms of 2-lane highway. Z9C would feature 2.6 kms of 4lane highway, 0.3 kms of 3-lane highway and 0.9 kms of 2-lane highway.

1.

BACKGROUND

The Kicking Horse Canyon portion of the Trans-Canada Highway (TCH) runs between the Town of
Golden and the west boundary of Yoho National Park, and has seen significant improvements
carried out on sections of this highway between 1999 and 2013. The Phase 4 Canyon portion of this
highway has not seen any significant improvements since the 1950’s and runs through extremely
challenging terrain with the Kicking Horse River and the Canadian Pacific Railway below it.
As part of the Ministry’s Cache Creek to the Rockies Program SNC Lavalin prepared a functional
planning report in 2000 for improvements to the canyon portion of the TCH. The SNC Lavalin
report developed 14 alignments for further study. In 2005 AECOM, Thurber Engineering, Hatch
Mott McDonald and other subconsultants began preliminary engineering work and geotechnical
investigations and issued a report in June 2008 that had a recommended alignment called Z9 meeting
100 km/h design criteria and included tunnels and hazard protection sheds to maintain a high degree
of reliability. As part of the preliminary design work the KHCP team also conducted a Value
Engineering Study, operations, maintenance and rehabilitation assessment, Constructability Review,
Risk Register and Delivery Options Report. The cost for the Z9 alignment was approximately
million when the cost estimate was prepared in 2008. In 2011, this cost estimate was reviewed to
reflect then-current costs, and was updated to
.
In July 2013, MOTI Executive requested that the Kicking Horse Canyon Project team assess the
preliminary design of Phase 4 improvements and determine a modified scope associated with a
project cost estimate. The modified scope should hold paramount driver safety, highway
reliability and capacity.

2.

ASSESSMENT ASSIGNMENT

2.1

PROCESS

In mid-July 2013, members of the Kicking Horse Canyon Project’s (KHCP) Owner’s Engineer Team
(OE Team) met with MOTI to discuss the assignment and opportunities for reducing costs.
Participants in that meeting are noted in Appendix 1. At that initial meeting there was agreement
that, to achieve the type of cost savings that were required, elements of the preliminary design scope
would have to be eliminated or reduced. These elements included:
- reducing the highway’s cross-section, specifically the number of lanes;
- reducing the design speed;
- eliminating tunnels;
- eliminating hazard protection sheds;
- eliminating or shortening bridges, and replacing same with retaining walls;
- eliminating the Dart Creek forest service road interchange;
- eliminating the separate bicycle trail; and
- other miscellaneous cost savings.
In the meeting, MOTI and the OE Team identified three design alternatives that would be explored
further and for which updated cost estimates would be prepared. The three design alternatives
would commence at the east end of the currently-under-construction 4 Kilometre Wall project which
is approximately 4.2 kilometres east of the Highway 1 / Highway 95 intersection in Golden. The
three design alternatives were:

-

Z9A: A 3.8 kilometre, divided highway improvement incorporating 100 km/h geometry that
would feature four lanes for 2.6 kilometres, followed by two lanes for 0.9 kilometres, and
followed by three lanes (two lanes westbound, or uphill) before tying into the existing three-lane,
undivided cross-section west of Yoho Bridge.

-

Z9B: A 3.8 kilometre, divided highway improvement incorporating 100 km/h geometry that
would feature three lanes (two lanes eastbound, or uphill) for 2.6 kilometres, followed by two
lanes for 0.9 kilometres, and followed by three lanes (two lanes westbound, or uphill) before
tying into the existing three-lane, undivided cross-section west of Yoho Bridge.

-

Z9C: A 3.8 kilometre, divided highway improvement incorporating 80 km/h geometry that
would feature four lanes for 2.6 kilometres, followed by two lanes for 0.9 kilometres, and
followed by three lanes (two lanes westbound, or uphill) before tying into the existing three-lane,
undivided cross-section west of Five Mile (Yoho) Bridge.

Subsequently, in August 2013, the OE Team developed two additional design alternatives and cost
estimates for completing four-laning on the TCH to the existing four-lane cross-section at Yoho
Bridge. These were labeled Z9A-D and Z9C-E:
- Z9A-D: A 4.8 kilometre, four-lane divided highway improvement incorporating 100 km/h
geometry.
- Z9C-E: A 4.8 kilometre, four-lane divided highway improvement incorporating 80 km/h
geometry.
These two alternatives would present motorists with a driving experience similar to that for the
balance of the rural section of the Trans-Canada Highway between Golden and Yoho National Park,
in so far as the highway’s cross-section, alignment and roadside environment.
Sketches for each of the alternatives, including plan and profile sheets are included in Appendix 2,
and additional features regarding each are included in Table 1. Summaries of the cost estimates are
provided in Appendix 5.
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Table 1 – Summary of Phase 4 Design Alternatives
Kicking Horse Canyon Project
Phase 4
904+171 to 909+080 (4.79 kms) – Design Alternative Z9
904+171 to 907+940 (3.77 kms) – Design Alternatives Z9A, Z9B, Z9C
904+171 to 908+959 (4.79 kms) – Design Alternatives Z9A-D, Z9C-E
Predicted Safety Performance
(Twenty years, 2020 through 2040 for Z9A,
Z9B, Z9C, Z9A-D, and Z9C-E)
(coll. – collisions)
Cost Estimate

Z9
Fatal Collisions: 1.2 coll.
Injury Collisions: 46.9 coll.
PDO Collisions: 97.0 coll.
Total Collisions: 141.1 coll.
*accidents over 25 years estimated in 2008 de Leur report
Project: $670 million based on last estimate update in 2011

Cost Estimate Features:
Cross-Section

Number of lanes: 4

Horizontal Alignment
(minimum radius)

600m (meeting 100km/h criterion, when combined with
vertical alignment)

Notable Grades

7%: over a distance of 580m, to match existing highway at east
end, otherwise 6% grade throughout

Minimum Sight Distance

Retaining Walls & Snow-Avalanche
Containment Walls

Vertical Alignment – sag curve, crest curve,
grade
(minimum K and curve length)

Bridges, Tunnels, and/or Hazard Protection
Sheds

Environmental

Geotechnical Risks
Utilities

Property Acquisition

Z9A
Fatal Collisions: 1.6 coll.
Injury Collisions: 34.0 coll.
PDO Collisions: 73.9 coll.
Total Collisions: 109.4 coll.

Remaining Project Costs: $348
million
Past Costs: $10 million
Total Project Costs: $358 million
Construction: $
(incl resident engineering and
contingency)

Z9B
Fatal Collisions: 1.7 coll.
Injury Collisions: 37.3 coll.
PDO Collisions: 81.1 coll.
Total Collisions: 120.1 coll.

Remaining Project Costs: $322
million
Past Costs: $10 million
Total Project Costs: $332 million
Construction: $
(incl resident engineering and
contingency)

Grading quantities are based on neat line quantities
Design-bid-build procurement, escalation rates of
Includes Project costs to end-March 2014 of

Z9C
Fatal Collisions: 2.0 coll.
Injury Collisions: 42.6 coll.
PDO Collisions: 92.8 coll.
Total Collisions: 137.4 coll.

Remaining Project Costs: $337
million
Past Costs: $10 million
Total Project Costs: $347 million
Construction: $
(incl resident engineering and
contingency)

Z9A-D
Fatal Collisions: 1.4 coll.
Injury Collisions: 29.7 coll.
PDO Collisions: 65.2 coll.
Total Collisions: 96.3 coll.

Remaining Project Costs: $422
million
Past Costs: $10 million
Total Project Costs: $432 million
Construction: $
(incl resident engineering and
contingency)

pavement structure quantities are based on neat line quantities
through
and construction from 2016 through 2019
, contingency
and management reserve

Z9C-E
Fatal Collisions: 1.7 coll.
Injury Collisions: 36.2 coll.
PDO Collisions: 79.6 coll.
Total Collisions: 117.5 coll.

Remaining Project Costs: $412
million
Past Costs: $10 million
Total Project Costs: $422 million
Construction: $
(incl resident engineering and
contingency)

Number of lanes: 4 – 2 – 3
4 lanes: ~ 2.6 kms
2 lanes: ~ 0.9 kms
3 lanes: ~ 0.3 kms (2 lanes WB)

Number of lanes: 3 – 2 – 3
3 lanes: ~ 2.6 kms (2 lanes EB)
2 lanes: ~ 0.9 kms
3 lanes: ~ 0.3 kms (2 lanes WB)

Number of lanes: 4 – 2 – 3
4 lanes: ~ 2.6 kms
2 lanes: ~ 0.9 kms
3 lanes: ~ 0.3 kms (2 lanes WB)

Number of lanes: 4

Number of lanes: 4

280m (meets 80 km/h criterion)

446 m (meets 100km/h criterion)

280m (meets 80 km/h criterion)

Sag: K = 100, L = 150m (meets 100
km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 80, L = 200m (meets 100
km/h criterion)

Sag: K = 100, L = 150m (meets 100
km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 80, L = 200m (meets 100
km/h criterion)

Sag: K = 100, L = 150m (meets 80
km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 113, L =1300m (meets 80
km/h criterion)

Sag: K = 100, L = 100m (meets 100
km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 80, L = 200m (meets 100
km/h criterion)

Sag: K = 100, L = 100m (meets 80
km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 113, L =1300m (meets 80
km/h criterion)

160m to 210m

114m (~80km/h)

114m (~80km/h)

90m (60km/h)

114m (~80km/h)

90m (60km/h)

Eighteen

Twenty-four

Twenty-three

Twenty-one

Twenty-five

Twenty-four

Sag: K = 173, L = 800m (meets 100km/h criterion)
Crest: K = 145, L = 1600m (meets 100km/h criterion)
All comply with upper range of TAC design domain

Six bridges– 25 metres long to 420 metres long
Two tunnels – 210 metres long and 340 metres long
Four hazard protection sheds – 40m long to 350 metres long

450m (meets 100km/h criterion)

4%: 2 030 m
8%: to match existing highway at
east end

Five bridges – 40 metres long to 350
metres long

450m (meets 100km/h criterion)

4%: 2 030 m
8%: to match existing highway at
east end

Five bridges – 40 metres long to 350
metres long

Wildlife exclusion fencing and wildlife crossing structures included
ML / ARD potential, but mitigated through proper excavation, placement and capping operations in Dart Creek Valley
Avalanche hazard mitigation meets design criteria requirements
Rock fall hazards improved from present conditions
Debris flow/flood hazards mitigation meet design criteria
Hydro and Telus plant relocated, and retained above ground
Cost estimate includes allowance for

4%: 2 240 m
8%: to match existing highway at
east end

Six bridges – 40 metres long to 235
metres long

4%: 2 030 m
7.2% - 8%: 640m

Five bridges – 30 metres long to 400
metres long

4%: 2 240 m
7.2% - 7.5%: 650m

Seven bridges – 20 metres long to
235 metres long

2.2
2.2.1

FEATURES OF ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS
Cross-Section Rationale

To achieve the cost reductions that were required, the OE Team concluded that the amount of rock
and earth excavation would have to be reduced significantly along with the cross-sectional area of the
bridges. To achieve this, it was determined that the number of lanes should be reduced.
For the Z9A and Z9C alternatives it was assumed that four lanes complete with geometric
improvements should be provided starting from the east end of the current section under
construction and proceed for as far as possible. Given the significant bridge length (420m in option
Z9) required at the top of Five Mill Hill and given that the highway reaches a crest at this location, it
was decided to reduce to two the number of lanes around the horizontal curve at this location. Once
off the bridge, the highway would transition to a three-lane cross-section to match the existing
highway width down Five Mile Hill.
For Z9B, the team considered initially providing only a two-lane cross-section proceeding from the
east end of the section currently under construction to tie-in to the existing three-lane cross-section.
However, owing to the sustained 4% grade that climbs west to east toward the top of Five Mile Hill
over a distance of approximately 2 kilometres, consideration was given to providing a second
eastbound lane. An assessment of commercial vehicle speeds using the Transportation Association
of Canada’s (TAC) vehicle performance curves (180 g/W) concluded that eastbound commercial
vehicle speeds could reach as low as 35 km/h. Likewise, in the westbound direction on Five Mile
Hill, the existing highway grade ascends at 8%, and flattening this grade for the length of Five Mile
Hill (1.8 kilometres) is not feasible due to terrain conditions. From TAC’s vehicle performance
curves, westbound commercial vehicle speeds could reach as low as 23 km/h. Accordingly, there
was consensus to provide climbing lanes in each direction to a point close to the crest of the vertical
curves, and to provide two lanes over the bridges at the top of Five Mile Hill.
2.2.2

Divided Median Rationale

As illustrated in the drawings in the appendices, the cross-section incorporates a 3.3m paved median
and concrete median barrier (CMB) within the limits of the improvements, including in improved
areas featuring only two lanes and three lanes. The 3.3m median complies with MOTI’s 2007
Supplement to TAC (Section 630) and is consistent with the median width in other sections of the
Kicking Horse Canyon, where providing median width that would allow sight distances to be
achieved was not economically feasible. On Five Mile Hill, the existing cross-section improved in
2001 through 2003 does not include a median.
There was concern that providing a paved median with CMB on two-lane and three-lane sections of
the highway was unconventional, and may restrict passage in single lane directions in the event of a
vehicle incident (face of roadside barrier to face of median barrier on single lane sections would be a
minimum of 7.2m wide). On the other hand, providing a paved separation between opposing lanes
is known to improve safety and installation of a median barrier further still. At the mid-July meeting
there was consensus to include the median and CMB for cost-estimating purposes, and the final
decision could be deferred on whether or not the paved median with CMB would be included in the
two-lane and three-lane sections.
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2.2.3

Achieving a Four-Lane Cross Section

As indicated in section 2.1, three of the five alternatives considered as part of this assessment include
partial completion of four laning through the Canyon.
Alt.

Sta.
Sta.
(approx.) (approx.)

Z9A

904+171

907+940

Z9B

904+171

907+940

Z9C

904+171

907+940

Scope
Construct 2.6 kms of four lanes, 0.9 kms of
two lanes then 0.3 kms of three lanes; divided
highway with CMB employing 100 km/h
geometry; five bridges, retaining walls;
attenuator mesh and snow avalanche / debris
flow stopping walls
Construct 2.9kms of three lanes and 0.9 kms of
two lanes; divided highway with CMB
employing 100 km/h geometry; five bridges,
retaining walls; attenuator mesh and snow
avalanche / debris flow stopping walls
Construct 2.6 kms of four lanes, 0.9 kms of
two lanes then 0.3 kms of three lanes; divided
highway with CMB employing 80 km/h
geometry; six bridges, retaining walls;
attenuator mesh and snow avalanche / debris
flow stopping walls

Project Cost
(not incl past
costs)

In order to increase the length of four-laning and to develop alternatives Z9A-D and Z9C-E, the
following changes were required to alternatives Z9A and Z9C, respectively:
•
•
•
•

control line realignment and profile adjustment;
revisions to and addition of walls;
widening and lengthening of bridges; and
increase in quantities due to width and alignment of roadway.

Alt.
Z9A-D

Sta.
(approx.)
904+171

Sta.
(approx.)
908+959

Z9C-E

904+171

908+959

Scope
Construct 4.8 kms of four lanes, divided
highway with CMB employing 100 km/h
geometry; five bridges, retaining walls;
attenuator mesh and snow avalanche /
debris flow stopping walls
Construct 4.8 kms of four lanes, divided
highway with CMB employing 80 km/h
geometry; seven bridges, retaining walls;
attenuator mesh and snow avalanche /
debris flow stopping walls
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Project Cost

Due to the topography at the top of Five Mile Hill, at Bus Corner, the cost of structures increases
significantly when adding two lanes, however there are potential savings when considering the effect
of alignment and cross section should a four-lane section be adopted initially. By providing
alignments that do not have to accommodate both an interim two-lane roadway and future four-lane
roadway (and traffic staging between), the width of structures can be minimized. Of note, in the area
of Bus Corner, slight horizontal and vertical alignment shifts can significantly affect the scope of
required retaining walls and bridges. Future design work and collaboration between roadway,
structural and geotechnical design teams may be able to optimize structural requirements. Such
future work must also consider the potential effects on constructability and traffic accommodation.
2.2.4

Natural Hazards and Mitigation

Eliminating the Z9 twin-tunnels and the hazard protection sheds from the design alternatives
required additional rockfall and snow avalanche mitigation measures for all alternatives. However,
design return periods in these alternatives were held consistent with return periods adopted in design
for previous (built) improvements to the TCH through the Canyon. Incorporating mitigation
measures to a standard less than those that feature in preliminary design option Z9 would require
that MOTI continue to monitor rockfall and snow-avalanche activity in the Canyon and, in years of
significant snowfall, MOTI may be required to conduct active snow-avalanche control.
2.2.4.1 Rockfall and Mitigation
Appendix 3 includes a memorandum that discusses significant natural hazards within the assessment
area and what forms of mitigation were incorporated into preliminary design option Z9. In order to
reduce the estimated capital cost the Z9 tunnels and hazard protection sheds were replaced with
other protection systems. The memo describes the systems (high-energy rockfall attenuation mesh,
over-widened ditches and catchment benches) that were incorporated into alternatives Z9A through
Z9C-E, including associated alignment changes. While these systems will provide significant
improvements to safety and reliability relative to the existing condition, they will be less reliable than
the sheds and tunnels incorporated into preliminary design alignment Z9.
2.2.4.2 Snow-Avalanche and Mitigation
The memorandum in Appendix 4 briefly speaks to how the effects of snow-avalanche are mitigated
in the development of the design alternatives. It also presents details of the hazards associated with
each of the snow avalanche paths that could affect the highway, and further discusses mitigation
alternatives.
In the case of the preliminary design option Z9, there is a high probability that avalanche and rockfall
events would not affect the highway, and that related avalanche control costs would be minimal.
Avalanche encroachment into the highway at the sheds would not occur. In the Z9A through Z9CE alternatives the avalanche design will meet the criteria for avalanche mitigation used elsewhere on
the project.
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3.

ROAD SAFETY

Upon completing the geometric and cross-section details for each of the alternatives, Dr. Paul de
Leur, P.Eng. completed a safety modeling exercise to estimate the expected safety performance
associated with each. This safety modeling allowed for the explicit assessment of many design
features, allowing for road safety to be quantified in terms of the expected number of collisions based
on an understanding of how each design feature would affect safety. The primary differences
between the five alternatives were related to differences in the laning (i.e., the extent of number of
lanes provided) and the alignment or design speed (i.e., 100 km/h design speed versus 80 km/h
design speed).
Of the five alternatives evaluated, Z9A-D provided the best safety performance (i.e., the least
number of expected collisions) due to its 100km/h design speed and its four-lane cross-section for
the length of the design section. The next best design alternative from a safety perspective was Z9A.
Although this alternative does include two- and three-lane sections for one-third of its length, there
are approximately 2.5 kms of four-lane cross-section, and the alignment is designed to 100km/h.
This higher design speed causes a higher level of design consistency, which is evaluated in the safety
model. Ranked third, the safety performance associated with Z9C-E is due to its four-lane crosssection for the length of the design section, but the level of safety for this 80 km/h alignment is less
than Z9A-D because of its lower design speed. Ranked fourth is Z9B, which provides a three-lane
cross-section over most of the corridor and provides a 100 km/h design speed. The least desirable
alternative from a safety perspective is Z9C, which provides a four-lane cross-section over two-thirds
of its length but features an 80 km/h design speed, affecting the level of design consistency and
safety.

4.

FUTURE DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES

The work in this current assessment was carried out to a conceptual design level given the limited
time available. The cost estimates include
and
for the
level of design and uncertainties and risks associated with it. With the benefit of additional time for
engineering, refinements and enhancements to the design could be made to reduce the contingency
and project risks as well as identify other project improvements including ways of lowering
operational and maintenance costs through modest capital costs.
Such opportunities include:
- shortening bridge lengths by considering alternative retaining wall designs that would increase /
maximize their height;
- replacing sections of bridge with combination retained-earth / cantilever structures;
- focused rockfall analysis to minimize rockfall catchment ditches;
- optimize rockfall / snow-avalanche mitigation design through combination of rock-containment
structures and narrower ditches; and
- additional geotechnical drilling and site investigation at new bridge and wall locations to reduce
geotechnical risks.
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5.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

Throughout the term of the Kicking Horse Canyon Project, MOTI and the OE Team have
maintained communication with CP Rail and have shared information. This current assessment has
made an allowance in each of the five cost estimates of
for provision of track personnel
(to monitor overhead activity during construction), a limited amount of rockfall fencing and other
mitigation that may be required.
Prior to final design of the Phase 4 improvements, MOTI and CP Rail should agree to operations
and maintenance responsibilities, particularly as it relates to rockfall and snow-avalanche monitoring,
mitigation and cleanup.

6.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION DELIVERY

6.1

PROCUREMENT AND PACKAGING

Improvements to date on the Kicking Horse Canyon Project have been contracted under multiple
delivery scenarios:
- Design-Bid-Build (DBB): Phase 1, Phase 3 East, Intelligent Transportation Systems
improvements, Golden Bike Path, Golden Hill 4th Lane Paving and Drainage, Golden Hill
Landscaping and Revegetation and Phase 3 West (4KM Wall and Approaches)
- Design-Build (DB): Phase 3 West (Golden Hill to West Portal)
- Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO): Phase 2
- Day Labour: Golden Hill Fourth Lane Grading
For this current assessment, conceptual designs and cost estimates were prepared assuming a designbid-build scenario that features a twenty-one month design schedule (including procurement of
design services and geotechnical testing and investigations) followed by a four year (2016 through
2019) tender and construction schedule. Construction would be let under a single construction
contract.
It is expected that for this project to proceed federal funding will be needed in partnership with
provincial funding. Current federal funding guidelines call for projects in excess of $100 million to
undergo screening to assess suitability for P3 procurement. This process will need to be undertaken
early on in the delivery of this project.
There are a number of considerations associated with different delivery methods:
Benefits of DBB
- During design process, MOTI can have control over aspects that may influence operation and
maintenance costs.
- MOTI has more control over project risks during the design process.
- MOTI has more control proceeding with work in a manner that suits its constraints.
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-

MOTI has more control over the project scope.
Opportunity to have more construction contractors bidding on the work.

Challenges of DBB
- There is less opportunity for innovation by the contractor although Value Engineering can be
conducted on the design, and standard Ministry contracts do allow for VE proposals.
- Schedule may be a little longer than a DB delivery.
- MOTI assumes more scope risk.
- MOTI must organize more resources, including project management, design and field services
than under a DB delivery.
Benefits of DB
- With concurrent design and construction, it may be possible to advance Project completion
schedule by one year.
- DB contractors have a better opportunity to present innovations to the design.
- DB contractors would be responsible for organizing most of the resources with MOTI providing
oversight, management and quality surveillance of the DB Agreement.
- DB contractor would assume most of the scope risk.
Challenges of DB
- Significant geotechnical engineering and structural engineering would be required by the
proponents as they prepare their proposals. MOTI would have to consider conducting
geotechnical investigations and some additional design work in order to achieve better pricing
from proponents as part of procurement. Without additional work DB proponents may price in
a high level of risk.
- MOTI does not have as much control over design and construction that can have an effect on
Operations, Maintenance and Rehabilitation (OM&R) requirements for the new highway facility.
- MOTI has less control over project risks during the design process.
- MOTI has less control proceeding with work in a manner that suits its constraints.
- MOTI has less control over the project scope.
Benefits of a PPP
- A new Concessionaire would assume almost all project risks and be responsible for the OM&R
on the new asset. With concurrent design and construction, it may be possible to advance Project
completion schedule by one year.
- Concessionaire has a better opportunity to present innovations to the design.
- Concessionaire would be responsible for organizing most of the resources with MOTI providing
management and quality surveillance of the new Concession Agreement.
- The OM&R of the new asset would be competitively bid.
Challenges of a PPP
- The existing Concession Agreement would need to be terminated and the Province would incur
break costs.
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-

Significant geotechnical engineering and structural engineering would be required by the
proponents as they prepare their proposals. MOTI would have to consider conducting
geotechnical investigations and some additional design work in order to achieve better pricing
from proponents as part of procurement. Without additional work DB proponents may price in
a high level of risk.

-

MOTI does not have as much control over design and construction.
MOTI has less control over project risks during the design process.
MOTI has less control proceeding with work in a manner that suits its constraints.
MOTI has less control over the project scope.

Delivery of the project by DBB would open the opportunity to deliver the project with more than
one construction contract. Construction contracts could be divided into separate grading and bridge
contracts or contracts separated by location of work. While this has not been explored in detail with
the time provided there are some possible benefits to doing this, but there are challenges.
A single contract of this size would likely be beyond the capacity of local British Columbia highway
construction contractors who would need to meet the necessary bonding and insurance
requirements. If the project were broken up into more than one contract this would provide more
local British Columbia firms the opportunity to bid on the work and may achieve better pricing with
less overheads and more competition. In addition the Ministry would be better able to control the
scope and schedule of the project to match funding availability.
Challenges in delivering the project under more than one construction contract include traffic
management, costs of temporary works for lane transitions, site safety responsibility and require
MOTI administration and field services resources. Multiple contracts may expose the province to
risks associated with the effect of delays of one contractor on other contractors. Further, delivering
the project under more than one construction contract may require additional construction time and
associated escalation costs.
Similarly, constructing anyone of alternatives Z9A, Z9B or Z9C with the view to deferring four-lane
improvements to some time in the future would introduce incremental costs greater than simply the
difference between, say, Z9A and Z9A-D or Z9C and Z9C-E. These incremental costs have not
been quantified, but future construction of unfinished improvements could result in incrementally
higher costs associated with escalation, smaller quantities, traffic management, ‘sliver’ cuts and fills,
additional structural elements and geotechnical hazard mitigation.

6.2

CONSTRUCTABILITY

The construction for this project is extremely challenging for this stretch of highway. For this
exercise the Owner’s Engineer team included construction advisors who were able to review the
alignment alternatives presented, scope of work, project schedule and the cost estimates produced as
part of this exercise, and provide the team with their input. Previous work on the Z9 alignment
included a constructability review by members of the construction industry.
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6.2.1

Traffic Management

Cost estimates developed as part of this assessment all assume that construction would take place
during normal operations of the highway with limited highway closures, consistent with previously
completed sections of the TCH through the Kicking Horse Canyon. Generally, these highway
closures (outside of long weekend periods) are:
- random minor interruption (not more than 5 minute stoppage);
- short duration day closures (30 minutes or less);
- short duration evening closures (60 minutes or less from 1900 hrs to 2000 hrs); and
- longer duration closures (3 hours from 2200 hrs to 0600 hrs).
The 2007 Kicking Horse Canyon Project Constructability Workshop recommended consideration be
given to closing the TCH through the Canyon making allowances only for emergency services, CP
Rail and weekday school bus service between Golden and Field. Under this scenario, public traffic
would be detoured through Radium to Castle Junction on Highway 1, 25 kilometres east of Lake
Louise. Closing the highway through the Kicking Horse Canyon during this time is expected to bring
with it significant construction cost reductions and schedule efficiencies, although these have yet to
be quantified. These may be offset, although to what degree is unknown, by costs required to
improve Highway 93 from Castle Junction to Radium and Highway 95 south of Golden. The
Ministry would need to consult with affected parties, including but not limited to, Parks Canada,
Town of Radium and local businesses before pursuing this.
6.2.2

CP Rail

The 2007 Kicking Horse Canyon Project Constructability Workshop recommended that MOTI
confirm with CP Rail mitigation requirements including the possibility of incorporating temporary
and/or permanent structures upslope of the railway tracks in risky locations during construction
prior to tendering the construction work to provide contractors a basis for their bids.
6.2.3

Design Requirements

The 2007 Kicking Horse Canyon Project Constructability Workshop recommended allowance of
MSE walls up to 15 metres in height (up from 12 metres) and considering reducing the design speed
(which was done in this exercise).
6.2.4

Utilities

There is an existing overhead small voltage, three phase power and communication line in the
corridor that provides the only service to the Town of Field. It was recommended that early in the
design process MOTI should engage BC Hydro to review the alignment and confirm a pole
relocation strategy or portions where BC Hydro may wish to go underground with their utility.
6.2.5

Product Delivery

The 2007 Kicking Horse Canyon Project Constructability Workshop recommended that in the event
the project was to go by a P3 or Design-Build delivery model proponents should be allowed
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investment means that future improvements would still be necessary to completely four lane the
TCH between Golden and Yoho National Park. All alternatives developed feature significant natural
hazard mitigation improvement over the existing condition, but less so than in the preliminary design
option Z9. After construction, on-going maintenance measures would be required for natural hazard
mitigation works.
Z9A provides an additional 2.6 kilometres of four-lane divided highway to 100 km/h geometry for
. On some horizontal curves, achieved sight lines across the outside shoulder would be
restricted to 80 km/h.
Z9B provides a two- and three-lane divided highway over 3.8 kms to 100 km/h geometry for
In spite of its lower capital cost, this alternative is the least favoured of the three given the
narrower cross-section that would be realized.
Z9C allows an additional 2.6 kilometres of four-lane divided highway to 80 km/h geometry for
On the outside of a horizontal curve in one location, achieved sight lines would be restricted
to an equivalent 60 km/h.
Z9A-D allows for complete four-laning of the highway to 100 km/h geometry for
On
some horizontal curves, achieved sight lines across the outside shoulder would be restricted to 80
km/h.
Z9C-E allows for complete four-laning of the highway to 80 km/h geometry for
. On
the outside of a horizontal curve in one location, achieved sight lines would be restricted to an
equivalent 60 km/h.
The project team feels that the scope of options developed represents a comprehensive array of
alternatives to improve the difficult Kicking Horse Canyon section. Each option will improve the
safety and reliability in the corridor managing major risks of vehicle incidents, snow avalanche, debris
flows and rock fall. Only two options, Z9A-D and Z9C-E provide a complete four lane connection
between the Phase 3 West improvements and Yoho Bridge which provides corridor consistency
meeting the provincial target to four lane the TransCanada Highway from Kamloops to the Alberta
border. The variable cross section options Z9A and Z9C provide the opportunity to complete the
four laning in the future, however the project team believes that the future cost to do so would be
significantly higher than the incremental cost of fully completing the four laning under one project
developed as options Z9A-D and Z9C-E.
The project team feels that option Z9A-D most closely meets the original scope of improvement and
design criteria for corridor consistency although its estimated cost is above the target price of
Option Z9A offers an option within the target price but it does not achieve the four laning
criteria for the entire Kicking Horse Canyon section.
Future design work would reduce risk and should be able to optimize structural options and
inclusion of walls versus bridges. Cantilevered structures may also be possible. Many procurement
alternatives are available, but the Project cost estimate could be sensitive to which method is selected.
Delivery of the project by Design-Build would provide the greatest opportunity for innovation and
earliest time for construction.
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KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT
NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION FOR PROPOSED Z9A TO Z9E ROUTES
T.S. Coulter September 13, 2013
The alignments described as Z9A through Z9E were recently developed as possible
modifications of the original Z9 alignment which was developed in the Preliminary
Design of the Kicking Horse Canyon Project. These alignments are along the remaining
section between approximately LKI 4.2 and LKI 9 (Yoho Bridge) which has not yet been
upgraded to four lanes.
Due to the difficult topography and the range of natural hazards that affect the corridor in
the Kicking Horse Canyon between Golden and Yoho National Park, alignments
developed in conceptual designs since the mid 1980s have included one or more tunnels,
particularly in the most difficult stretch between LKI 4.2 and 9.0.
The Z9 alignment included features to provide a very high level of reliability and
protection from a variety of natural hazards including landslides, debris flows and floods,
avalanches, and rock falls that are encountered fairly frequently along the route. Much
effort was made in the Z9 Preliminary Design to investigate such hazards, to assess the
frequency and severity of the events, and to determine possible methods for mitigation,
including avoidance.
NATURAL HAZARDS
The attached drawings show the location of the proposed Z9A alignment and natural
hazards in the corridor, and the proposed mitigation measures.
Three major bluffs are encountered in the sector, centered at approximately LKI 4.7, 5.7
and 6.7. Mitigation of rock falls associated with these locations presents a major cost for
Z9 due to the inclusion of protection structures. The rock fall criteria are summarized in
the following table, including the consideration of the Design Likely and Design
Maximum Particle sizes with the associated frequency of occurrence.
Shed No.
/Fall Height
(m)
1 / 180

2WB / 250
2EB / 250
3 / 180

2013-09-13

Location Station

Length

From

To

(m)

904+525

904+615

90

905+150
905+260
906+350

905+270
905+370
906+700

120
110
350

Particle Size
(Criterion)
Recorded Max.
Design Likely
(1:20 yr)
Design Max.
(1:200yr)
Recorded Max
Design Likely

Particle
Size
(cu.m)
2.2
3

Velocity
Range
(m/sec)

25 ‐ 30

Energy
(kJ)
1800
2500

5

4000

5
5

6000
6000

Design Max.

7

Recorded Max.
Design Likely
Design Max.

2.2
4
6

30 – 33

8300
25 ‐ 30

1800
3300
5000
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It should be noted that the Z9 protection works also contain the avalanches at these
locations and maintenance of rock fall and snow avalanche events would be minimized.
The structures would also provide a much greater certainty of control and protection of
these events than other options.
Z9 also included a relatively short twin bore tunnel through Frenchman’s Ridge (LKI
5.5). To achieve the necessary pillar on the south side and between the bores, the
alignment had to be sufficiently far north of the present road such that the bore lengths
were 210m in the eastbound and 340m in the westbound directions. The proposed hazard
sheds were therefore a necessary requirement of this alignment.
Mitigation measures to reduce the cost of highway improvement in this sector involved
elimination of the tunnel with a slight degradation of the alignment.
Elimination of the hazard sheds was achieved by:
At Shed 1
 Making a major rock excavation (80m high) with a wide catchment (15m) ditch at
highway level,
 Installing a high energy rock fall attenuation mesh on the slope to reduce the
potential for rocks reaching the highway.
At Shed 2
 Diverting the alignment along the existing one and including measures to protect
the downslope side from landslide hazards such as occurred during previous
improvements on this portion of the highway in 1950s and 1960s.
 Including a high energy rock fall attenuation mesh at the crest of the north side
excavation,
 Making a wide ditch (11m) at the north side of the highway for rockfall and
avalanche control.
At Shed 3
 Shifting the alignment to the south such that portion of the existing highway could
be retained and used as catchment for rock falls and snow avalanches.
 Installing high energy rock fall attenuation mesh in the most severe rock fall
location and providing a lower energy mesh elsewhere. Keeping part of the
existing road as a bench for containing rock particles would mean attenuator mesh
could likely be installed using a crane and man lift on the bench and thereby
facilitating installation and future maintenance.
While a variety of energy absorbing meshes and nets are available for rock fall
protection, attenuator mesh was considered to be the most appropriate in the present
situation. This system is similar to hanging mesh currently in place at Blackwall Bluffs,
but has a much higher energy absorption capability. The suitability of these more
recently developed products was discussed with major manufacturers, rock fall
2013-09-13
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consultants, and MoT Rockwork staff, and it is noted that such material has been installed
by CPRail. (See attached brochure for details.)
Rock fall attenuation mesh is currently available with a maximum energy rating of
3000kJ. As seen in the table, this energy level is close to or, in the case of the bluff at
LKI 4.7 less than, in the estimated 1:20 year rock fall event. Should the 1:20 year rock
fall event exceed the system capacity, the mesh would sufficiently retard the energy of
the rock fall so that it would be retained within the catchment ditch. In all cases the mesh
would not withstand a 1:200 year event, but it is likely that the fall would also be
contained within the catchment ditch. The major difference between the Design Likely
and Design Maximum events would be in the severity of damage to the mesh system,
including anchors, posts and mesh.
It must be noted that the proposed hazard protection measures would not be as robust as
having sheds. The proposed rock fall mesh will not withstand the same level of kinetic
energy as sheds. There is therefore a greater risk of particles reaching the highway, and
of having more frequent and costlier maintenance of rock fall mesh.
Under the Z9 case, there is a high probability that avalanches and rockfalls would not
affect the highway and that related maintenances costs would be minimal. Avalanche
encroachment into the highway at the sheds would be much less than allowed under the
design criteria used elsewhere within the corridor.
In the Z9A and related alignments, the avalanche design will meet the criteria for
avalanche encroachment used elsewhere on the project. It must be recognized that
avalanche protection measures such as at Blackwall Bluffs Sta 905+500 are hampered by
the difficulty in creating wide catchment ditches. Separate avalanche fencing may be
required and it is possible that such installations may be severely damaged by rockfalls.
Similarly the rock fall protection measures may be affected by snow avalanches.
Thus while the avalanche and rock fall hazards will be much improved from the present
conditions, the Z9A and related alignments will not provide the same degree of reliability
and certainty that the Z9 alignment would provide.

Attachments:
Natural Hazard Plans for Z9A Alignment
Attenuator Brochure
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MEMO
Memo to: Terry Coulter, P.Eng.
Coulter Consulting Ltd.
From: Alan Jones, P.Eng.
Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.
Date: September 3, 2013
RE: Preliminary review of avalanche hazards to the KHCP Phase 4 Z9A (2013) Concept
Alan Jones, P.Eng. of Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd. (DAC) completed a preliminary
review of avalanche hazard to the Kicking Horse Canyon Project (KHCP) Phase 4 Z9A (2013)
Concept. A preliminary plan drawing1 and cross sections2 were reviewed, supplemented by
information from previous reviews by Alan Jones of several concepts in the same project area.
The following memorandum presents preliminary conclusions with respect to avalanche hazard
to the proposed alignment, as well as potential avalanche risk mitigation options.

1.0

Avalanche Hazard Overview

Table 1 presents a preliminary summary of avalanche hazard to the Z9A (2013) alignment,
divided into discrete sections based on common avalanche hazard. Stations are presented as
per the plan and cross sections, avalanche paths (location) and avalanche sizes are similar to
those presented in DAC (20113), alignment/structures gives a brief description of the proposed
design (e.g. cut, fill, bridges, etc.), a summary of changes compared to the Z9 (2011) alignment
is provided, followed by risk mitigation options. Where the alignment has not changed
significantly, options are comparable to those provided in DAC (2011).
The proposed concept takes a mostly overland routing, which differs from the Z9 (2011) concept
which included snow sheds in the 904+525 to 904+615 area, a tunnel and sheds in the
Frenchman’s Bluff and Dart Creek area, and a shed in the Blackwall Bluffs area. These
mitigation options have been replaced in the Z9A (2013) concept by large rock/soil cuts with
expanded rockfall catchments, structurally reinforced fills, and bridges/viaducts in different
locations. The alignment has been moved closer to the slope in some locations.
The following summary points highlight the most important conclusions for our review.
1. 904+440 to 904+640: Two mitigation options were previously considered at this location:
90 m long snow shed and a large rock cut with 20 m wide rockfall catchment. The Z9A
(2013) concept presents a similar extensive rock cut with a 15 m wide rockfall catchment.
Focus Corporation (2013a). Kicking Horse Canyon Project Phase 4 – Concept Estimate Drawing. Z9A (2013): 4L2L-3L (100 km/h). Sept. 2013.
2 Focus Corporation (2013b). Cross sections for 904+171 to 907+000, included in digital PDF files: Z9A-2013-2.1,
Z9A-2013-2.2, Z9A-2013-3.1, Z9A-2013-3.2, Z9A-2013-5.1, and Z9A-2013-5.2).
3 Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd. (DAC) 2011. Kicking Horse Canyon Project Phase 4: Snow Avalanche Loading
on Hazard Protection Structures Z9 Alignment, 904+000 to 908+000. Update report, August 25, 2011.
1
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This catchment should mitigate most (if not all) of the avalanche risk from Path 4.65 in this
area, but will require a detailed analysis to confirm this.
2. 904+640 to 904+720: The Z9A (2013) alignment is similar to the Z9 (2011) alignment, but
is 18-20 m closer to the slope with a wider (15 m) wide catchment. Path 4.8 is a larger
path that has the potential to cross this catchment and affect the highway, so the
previously proposed 5 m high rock fall fence may still be required in this area to stop
avalanches. A lower fence option (or other stopping wall type) can be considered.
3. 904+940 to 905+150 (west approach to Frenchman’s Bluff): Z9A (2013) alignment is
typically 5-13 m closer to the slope than Z9 (2011), but a 6 m wide catchment will mitigate
avalanche risk that originates from the cut slopes and natural slopes above the cut.
4. 905+150 to 905+570 (Frenchman’s Bluff): The Z9 (2011) snow/rock fall sheds are
replaced by large rock cuts, 10-40 m high with a 10 m wide rock fall catchment. The
catchment will mitigate risk from the smaller avalanches at the eastern end of the bluff
(e.g. east of approximately 905+550) and the more frequent, smaller avalanches at the
western end of this section. However, larger avalanches in the western part of this section
could be expected to cross the catchment and affect the highway. More detailed analyses
will be required to estimate the frequency and mitigation requirements in this section.
Additional protection requirements (e.g. stopping barriers, fences) should be anticipated
at the larger gully locations noted in Table 1.
5. 905+720 to 905+960 (Dart Creek): The move of the alignment away from Dart Creek
removes the requirement for tunnel portal protection sheds. However, the large (20-80 m
long) soil cuts may produce small (Size 1-2), frequent avalanches. The 8-10 m wide
catchment will provide adequate protection where included, but ditch capacity should be
evaluated for 905+850 to 905+960 where a smaller ditch is currently proposed.
6.

906+420 to 906+750 (Blackwall Bluffs): The Z9 (2011) shed from 906+350 to 906+700
is replaced with 10-15 m high rock cuts with a 10-15 m wide rock fall catching bench.
Benches would stop small, more frequent avalanches, but in major snow winters the
bench would fill with snow and larger (Size 2.5) avalanches could be expected to affect
the highway. Additional protection requirements (e.g. barriers on the south end of the
catching bench) should be anticipated in key areas, particularly the distinct gullies noted
in Table 1. This area will require detailed analyses of these small terrain features to
determine mitigation requirements.

7. 906+940 to 907+010 (Path 7.2): The Z9A (2013) alignment is approximately 35 m closer
to the slope, and the 4 m bridge clearance at the gully (906+980) is insufficient to pass
avalanches. Either additional clearance will need to be provided for dense, flowing
avalanches or a stopping wall/fence structure will be required at the current highway
grade. A 5-6 m height by 50 m length can be used for preliminary costing purposes.
Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.
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8. 907+060 to 907+150 (Path 7.3): Path 7.3 is a somewhat indistinct path which passed
under the bridge on the Z9 (2011) alignment. The Z9A (2013) alignment is 40-45 m closer
to the slope and we assume will be an overland construction (no sections were available
for evaluation). Detailed analyses may show that most avalanches will stop on the current
highway grade; if not, then additional mitigation (e.g. bridge clearance above gully or
stopping barrier at current highway grade) may be required.
9. 907+280 to 907+460 (Path 7.62): The Z9A (2013) alignment is 20-30 m closer to the slope
than the Z9 (2011) alignment, which increases the risk from Path 7.62. No sections were
available, but we assume that this will be an overland construction. Additional detailed
analyses will allow us to refine the exact locations of avalanche effect, but expect
mitigation requirements to include an additional stopping barrier at highway level (estimate
80 m long by 5-6 m high).
10. 907+500 to 907+560 (Path 7.7): The Z9A (2013) alignment is 15-20 m closer to the slope
than the Z9 (2011) alignment, which increases the risk from Path 7.7. Assuming an
overland construction, an approximately 6 m high by 70 m long stopping wall should be
anticipated at this location, similar to the previously recommended wall.
11. 907+560 to 908+000: Cross sections were not available, but we anticipate there may be
longer soil/rock cuts required in this section that could produce small avalanches. There
are no distinct avalanche paths, but adequate catchment width should be provided to
retain sloughing snow and small avalanches from any longer cut slopes.

2.0

Summary

The preceding section and Table 1 summarize anticipated avalanche hazards and mitigation
options for the proposed Z9A (2013) concept, with comparison to the previous Z9 (2011)
alignment where applicable.
The previous tunnel and snow shed concepts have been replaced by a combination of rock/soil
cuts and wide rock fall catchments. In some areas these will be sufficient to mitigate avalanche
hazards on their own; in other areas with larger avalanche hazards and/or more frequent
avalanches, additional mitigation measures will be required, namely highway-level barriers.
Specific barrier types should be evaluated in conjunction with the rock fall mitigation
requirements, but it may be assumed that where the is limited width available adjacent to the
highway, wire mesh rock fall fences should be considered, as was discussed in DAC (2011) and
previous work by Wyllie & Norrish Rock Engineers. Where there is sufficient construction area
available (e.g. on the existing highway at gullies at the eastern end of the alignment), then other
standard barriers should be considered (e.g. lock block, gabion, earth fill).

Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.
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With respect to avalanche hazards, the Z9A (2013) concept appears feasible, with a reduction
in costs associated with tunnels and snow/rock fall sheds being replaced with some additional
requirements for highway level stopping barriers.
This primarily overland construction concept will require additional, more detailed analyses of
avalanche hazards, with additional consideration of smaller, terrain features (e.g. gullies) within
previously identified avalanche areas. These areas were not previously evaluated where snow /
rockfall sheds provided protection since the sheds mitigated risk from all terrain features in
these sections. Detailed analyses will allow us to determine specific areas where additional
barriers may be required versus areas where wide catchments will mitigate avalanche risk.

I trust that the information presented in this memorandum provides sufficient information for
costing purposes for the Z9A (2013) concept. Please contact me should you have questions
about information provided in this memorandum, or require additional work on the next phases
of this project.
Sincerely,
Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.

Alan Jones, P.Eng.
Principal

Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.
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Section
Length
Location/Path
(m)
Western Limit of Construction at 904+171
From
(km)

To (km)

Avalanche Size

Alignment/Structures

Size 2, infrequent 2 5 Fill with some improved ditch sections

Changes from Previous (Z9 2011) Alignment

September 3, 2013
Risk Mitigation Options for Avalanche Hazards

Tie in recommendations with previous recommendations for 4km Wall section. Additional ditch width
may be required to accomodate Size 2 avalanches from cut and above.
Mostly along same alignment, approx. 6 m closer to slope Same recommendation as previous WNRE (2008a), 5 m high rock fall fence. Lower fence option
near 904+440
(as low as 3 m) possible with wider ditch, or just a wide ditch (5-6 m) option.

904+171 904+280

109

4.6

Alignment same as previous.

904+280 904+440

160

4 6 and 4 65

Size 2, infrequent 2 5 Mostly at current grade, minor cut

Alignment 6-18 m closer to existing slope than 2011
EB bridge (and some at grade), WB full
alignment, but will be > 15 m from slope with catchment.
Size 2 in 4 65, Size 215 m catchment will mitigate most avalanche risk in Path 4.65 and western part of 4.8, residual risk
bench on existing grade, 15 m wide rockfall Z9-2011 had shed 904+525 to 904+615. Previous (2011)
3 in 4 8
in Path 4 8 would remain (approx. east of 904+640, detailed review required for location).
catchment
alternative 904+500 - 904+630 was for 20 m wide
catchment, comparable to the Z9A (2013) cut/catchment.

904+440 904+640

200

4 65 and 4 8

904+640 904+720

80

4.8

Size 2-3

EB bridge/retaining wall, WB on existing
grade with 15 m catchment.

Alignment 18-20 m closer to existing slope than 2011
Same recommendation as previous WNRE (2008a), 5 m high rock fall fence. Lower fence option
alignment, but will be > 15 m from slope with catchment. (as low as 3 m).

904+720 904+940

220

4.9

No effect

Mostly on bridge or approaches on partial
bench (current highway).

Alignment 13-20 m closer to existing slope than 2011.

None required. Alignment is located well away from avalanche hazards.

Size 1-2

1 5H:1V soil cut with tangent pile wall, 6 m
wide catchment

Alignment 7-13 m closer to existing slope than 2011.

6 m catchment will mitigate Size 2 avalanche hazard from cut slope.

Size 1-2

Tangent pile wall, 6 m wide catchment

Alignment 0-7 m closer to existing slope than 2011, but
will be 6 m from slope with catchment

6 m catchment will mitigate Size 2 avalalanche hazard from natural slope above pile wall.

Size 2-3

10-40 m high rock cut, highway on full
bench, 10 m wide catchment

Alignment trends away from Frenchmans Bluff from
905+170 eastwards, EB and WB lanes mostly along
existing alignment but below current grade. Z9-2011
included tunnel and portal sheds.

10 m wide catchment will be effective for smaller, more frequent avalanches, but larger (Size 3)
avalanches would still affect the highway. Additional barrier (fence) may be required at some
locations, notably the larger gullies (905+180, 905+230, 905+260, 905+280, 905+300, 905+320).
Catchment may be adequate for paths at eastern end of Frenchman's Bluff. Detailed analyses will
be required for these paths.

904+940 905+100

60

905+100 905+150

50

West end of 5.3
(Frenchmans
Bluff)
West end of 5.3
(Frenchmans
Bluff)

905+150 905+570

420

5.3 (Frenchmans
Bluff)

905+570 905+600

30

5.3 (Frenchmans
Bluff)

905+600 905+720

120

Dart Creek

905+720 905+960

240

Dart Creek

905+960 906+180

220

No path

906+180 906+420

240

Smaller, steep
cliffs west of
Blackwall Bluffs

906+420 906+750

330

6 9 (Blackwall
Bluffs)

906+750 906+880

130

6.9 and 7.0 (east
end of Blackwall
Bluffs)

906+940 907+010

70

7.2

907+060 907+150

90

7.3

907+180 907+280

100

907+280 907+460

Size 2

Highway on partial bench, transition to
bridge, 10 m wide catchment

Alignment moves away from slope, Z9-2011 in
No hazard, small avalanches stop in catchment.
tunnel/sheds
Alignment spans gully whilhe Z9-2011 in Dart Creek area
No effect
Bridge and approaches
No hazard, small avalanches stop on current highway bench.
with east portal sheds.
Potential creation of long (up to 80 m), steep (1 5H:1V) soil cuts, no effect to highway where wide
20-80 m soil cuts, some rock cuts and wide Alignment located downslope (south) of Z9-2011
Size 1-2 Potential
catchment, but requires evaluation for sufficient ditch capacity for sluffing and small avalanches for
(8-10 m) catchment
alignment, alignments merge near 905+960.
905+850 to 905+960.
Combination full bench with small cuts and
No effect
Close to original Z9-2011 alignment
Minor slouging off cuts will stop in ditch, no avalanche hazard.
retaining wall on fill.
Sluffing off cut/bluffs, Small, steep cuts with 6-10 m wide rockfall
Size 1-2 from above stopping bench, small ditch, some fill
Close to original Z9-2011 alignment
Bench and small ditch will capture most Size 2 avalanches and sluffing.
trees
retaining walls.
Catching bench will stop smaller avalanches, but larger (Size 2 5) wil continue and plunge onto
10-15 m high rock cuts with 10-15 m wide Alignment 7-10 m south (away from slope) compared to
Size 1-2.5
highway off rock cut. Additional stopping wall/fence structure will likely be required in key locations
rockfall catching bench above.
Z9-2011. Previous shed 906+350 to 906+700.
(e g. 906+530, 906+590, 906+620, 906+680, 906+700, 906+720, 906+740)
Catching bench should catch most small avalanches, otherwise ditch will catch remainder. No
15 m high rock cuts with 8-10 m wide
Alignment closer to slope by 0-20 m at eastern end of
Size 2
additional mitigation expected. Evaluate path 7 which reaches highway near 906+860 to see if there
rockfall catching bench above.
segment. Z9-2011 crosses gully further to the south.
is potential to reach highway with bench above.
EB lanes on bridge or cantilevered bridge,
4 m bridge clearance at gully centreline (906+980) insufficient to pass Size 3 avalanches. Will
Size 2 5-3.5
Alignment approx. 35 m closer to slope at gully crossing
WB lane below current highway fill
require combination stopping wall and enlarged catchment at current highway to reduce risk.
Most avalanches will stop on current highway bench, but potential for larger avalanches to reach
No sections available. Assume WB lanes
Alignment approx. 40-45 m closer to slope at gully
highway. Requires additional evaluation. Mitigation options include stopping wall on current grade
Size 2 5-3.5
on cut, EB partially on bridge or reinforced
crossing.
and/or increased catchment area. Likely insufficient bridge clearance for avalanches to flow under
fill.
the bridge.

7.4, 7.6 (Bus
Corner)

Size 2 5-3.5

No sections available. Assume bridge
spans gully completely.

180

7 62

Size 2 5-3.0

No sections available. Assume highway
mostly at grade with rock/soil cuts.

907+500 907+560

60

7.7

Size 2 5-3.0

No sections available. Assume highway
mostly at grade with rock/soil cuts.

907+560 908+000

440

No path

Size 1-2 sluffing
No sections available. Assume highway at
potential off cut slopes grade with rock and soil cuts.

Eastern Limit of Construction at 908+000

Dynamic Avalanche Consulting Ltd.

Alignment approx. 40 m closer to slope at gully crossing.

Most avalanches will stop on current highway bench, larger avalanches will continue down gully and
are expected to pass underneath the bridge. Reinforced piers may be required if located in gully.

More detailed analysis required to determine areas of increased hazard from 7 62 at highway. Path
Alignment approx. 20-30 m closer to slope than Z9-2011. currently mapped as affecting a wide area, but could be refined. May require catchment bench
and/or stopping wall above highway.
Assume insufficient bridge clearance for avalanches, so construct 6 m high x 70 m long earth fill
Alignment approx. 15-20 m closer to slope than Z9-2011.
stopping dam on old highway bench (as per previous recommendation).
No avalanche paths identified in this section, Path 8.4 starts to affect highway east of alignment
Alignment approx. 10-15 m closer to slope than Z9-2011. endpoint. May be sluffing potential off any long rock/soil cuts, provide adequate catchment for longer
slopes.

5

Appendix 5
Cost Estimates Summaries
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Prepared by: Ernest Wolski

DATE:2013-10-17

KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT

ALIGNMENT Z9A-SUM-2013

4L-2L-3L (100Km)

WP-01,02 & 03
SUMMARY BY ACTIVITY LEVEL

Base
(2013$)

Contingency
(2013$)

Management
Reserve and
Escalation

Total Costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- 2500
PLANNING
3000
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
3500
DETAILED DESIGN
Total Engineering
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- LAND ACQUISITION
4000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- 5000
GRADE CONSTRUCTION
5200
ROAD SIDE CONSTRUCTION
5300
OTHER CONSTRUCTION
5500
STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION
6000
PAVING CONSTRUCTION
6500
OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION
6700
UTILITY CONSTRUCTION
6800
RESIDENT ENGINEERING
Total Construction
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------9700
CONTINGENCY
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------SUB-TOTAL
MANAGEMENT RESERVE (2013$)
9800
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------ESCALATION- BASED ON A DEFINED
CASH FLOW -STARTING IN 2014 AND
9900
COMPLETING IN 2019

-

-

-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- TOTAL COST in (2013$ and 2019)
======== ====== ===================================
9900

Note to Escalation
If the cash flow is changed due to timing
then the escalation will change.

Z9A- ALIGNMENT - 4L-2L-3L(100KPH)

PAGE:1

Prepared by: Ernest Wolski

ALIGNMENT ZA-D-SUM-2013

4L-4L (100Km)

WP-01, 02, 03 & 04
SUMMARY BY ACTIVITY LEVEL

DATE:2013-10-17

KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT

Base
(2013$)

Contingency
(2013$)

Management
Reserve and
Escalation

Total Costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------2500

PLANNING

3000

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

3500

DETAILED DESIGN

Total Engineering
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------LAND ACQUISITION
4000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------5000

GRADE CONSTRUCTION

5200

ROAD SIDE CONSTRUCTION

5300

OTHER CONSTRUCTION

5500

STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION

6000

PAVING CONSTRUCTION

6500

OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION

6700

UTILITY CONSTRUCTION

6800

RESIDENT ENGINEERING

Total Construction
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------9700
CONTINGENCY
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------SUB-TOTAL
MANAGEMENT RESERVE (2013$)
9800
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------TOTAL
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------ESCALATION- BASED ON A DEFINED
CASH FLOW -STARTING IN 2014 AND
9900
COMPLETING IN 2019
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ------TOTAL COST in (2013$ and 2019)
======== ======= ==================================== ====
9900

Note to Escalation

If the cash flow is changed due to timing
then the escalation will change.

Z9A-D ALIGNMENT - 4L-4L (100KPH)

PAGE:1

Prepared by: Ernest Wolski

ALIGNMENT Z9B-SUM-2013

3L-2L-3L (100Km)

WP-01,02 & 03
SUMMARY BY ACTIVITY LEVEL

DATE:2013-10-17

KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT

Base
(2013$)

Contingency
(2013$)

Management
Reserve and
Escalation

Total Costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---2500

PLANNING

3000

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

3500

DETAILED DESIGN

Total Engineering
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---LAND ACQUISITION
4000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---5000

GRADE CONSTRUCTION

5200

ROAD SIDE CONSTRUCTION

5300

OTHER CONSTRUCTION

5500

STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION

6000

PAVING CONSTRUCTION

6500

OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION

6700

UTILITY CONSTRUCTION

6800

RESIDENT ENGINEERING

Total Construction
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---9700
CONTINGENCY
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---SUB-TOTAL
MANAGEMENT RESERVE (2013$)
9800
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---TOTAL
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---ESCALATION- BASED ON A DEFINED
CASH FLOW -STARTING IN 2014 AND
9900
COMPLETING IN 2019
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ---TOTAL COST in (2013$ and 2019)
======== ======= ==================================== ==
9900

Note to Escalation

If the cash flow is changed due to timing
then the escalation will change.

Z9B ALIGNMENT - 3L-2L-3L(100KPH)

PAGE:1

Prepared by: Ernest Wolski

DATE:2013-10-17

KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT

ALIGNMENT ZC-SUM-2013

4L-2L-3L (80Km)

WP-01,02 & 03
SUMMARY BY ACTIVITY LEVEL

Base
(2013$)

Contingency
(2013$)

Management
Reserve and
Escalation

Total Costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----2500

PLANNING

3000

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

3500

DETAILED DESIGN

Total Engineering
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----LAND ACQUISITION
4000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----5000

GRADE CONSTRUCTION

5200

ROAD SIDE CONSTRUCTION

5300

OTHER CONSTRUCTION

5500

STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION

6000

PAVING CONSTRUCTION

6500

OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION

6700

UTILITY CONSTRUCTION

6800

RESIDENT ENGINEERING
Total Construction

-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----9700

CONTINGENCY

-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----9800

SUB-TOTAL
MANAGEMENT RESERVE (2013$)

-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----TOTAL
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----ESCALATION- BASED ON A DEFINED
CASH FLOW -STARTING IN 2014 AND
9900
COMPLETING IN 2019
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- -----TOTAL COST in (2013$ and 2019)
======== ======= ==================================== ================ =============== ============== =================
9900

-

Note to Escalation

If the cash flow is changed due to timing
then the escalation will change.

Z9C ALIGNMENT - 4L-2L-3L(80KPH)

PAGE:1

Prepared by: Ernest Wolski

ALIGNMENT ZC-E-SUM-2013

4L-4L (80Km)

WP-01, 02, 03 & 04
SUMMARY BY ACTIVITY LEVEL

DATE:2013-10-17

KICKING HORSE CANYON PROJECT

Base
(2013$)

Contingency
(2013$)

Management
Reserve and
Escalation

Total Costs

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
2000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----2500

PLANNING

3000

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

3500

DETAILED DESIGN

Total Engineering
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----LAND ACQUISITION
4000
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----5000

GRADE CONSTRUCTION

5200

ROAD SIDE CONSTRUCTION

5300

OTHER CONSTRUCTION

5500

STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION

6000

PAVING CONSTRUCTION

6500

OPERATIONAL CONSTRUCTION

6700

UTILITY CONSTRUCTION

6800

RESIDENT ENGINEERING

Total Construction
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----9700
CONTINGENCY
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----SUB-TOTAL
MANAGEMENT RESERVE (2013$)
9800
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----TOTAL
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----ESCALATION- BASED ON A DEFINED
CASH FLOW -STARTING IN 2014 AND
9900
COMPLETING IN 2019
-------------- ------------ -------------------------------------------------------------- ----TOTAL COST in (2013$ and 2019)
======== ======= ==================================== ===
9900

Note to Escalation

If the cash flow is changed due to timing
then the escalation will change.

Z9C-E ALIGNMENT - 4L-4L (80KPH)
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